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Abstract
The goal of this paper is twofold. First, we want to make
a study about how evolutionary computation techniques can
efficiently solve the radio network design problem. For this
goal we test several evolutionary computation techniques
within the OPLINK experimental framework and compare
them. Second, we propose a clustering approach and a 2-
OPT in order to improve the results obtained by the evo-
lutionary algorithms. Experiments carried out provide em-
pirical evidence of how clustering-based techniques help in
improving all algorithms tested. Extensive computational
tests, including ones without clustering and 2-OPT, are per-
formed with three evolutionary algorithms: genetic algo-
rithms, memetic algorithms and chromosome appearance
probability matrix algorithms.
1 Introduction
The extraordinary success of radio mobile telecommu-
nication systems has led service providers to dynamically
adapt network infrastructures to continuously increasing de-
mand. As the demand of the Personal Communication Ser-
vices (PCS) is increasing, capacity has now become a criti-
cal issue for all of these services. In response, all of the mo-
bile service operators are investigating different techniques
such as cell splitting, allocation of new spectrum (digi-
tal switchover), alternative access architectures or dynamic
channel allocation. The design of large cellular networks
is a complex problem with a large impact on the deploy-
ment costs, the availability and coverage, and the quality of
service. In this scenario, the optimal selection of base sta-
tions (BSs) sites and the use of optimal frequency planning
methods becomes imperative. As we know, the engineer-
ing of radio mobile telecommunication networks presents
basically two problems: the radio network design problem
(RND) and the frequency assignment problem (FAP) [11].
In this paper, we address the first, the RND problem.
2 The radio network problem
The RND problem, also known as the antenna or BS
placement problem (APP) can be informally described as
follows: given a set of candidate places for antennas, the
problem consists of deciding on the best positioning of BSs
in order to accomplish some objectives and constraints. Al-
though different versions can be defined for the RND, the
most usual objectives are maximizing the coverage while
minimizing the number of antennas used. The constraints
concern a large number of predefined candidate positions,
the number of BSs needed, the population density, pecu-
liarities of the terrain, bandwidth requirements, handover
areas, etc. This problem has been tackled in literature by
different approaches, [5], [13], [14], [6], [17], [9]. Only
a few attempts are known whose approach is an analytic
formulation of the complete RND problem, [8]. In gen-
eral, the analytical models show great improvement over the
classical geometry-oriented designs, however, as the size of
the search space for the complete problem was enormous
(exponential), it was impossible to carry out a optimiza-
tion. Therefore, computational numerical methods were re-
quired, [18], i.e. software tool GRAND, [7].
3 The OPLINK domain
The instance of the RND problem used in this paper can
be found in [1],[12]. It belongs to a Technology and Science
Council project called OPLINK and it makes the following
assumptions:
- Geographic information about the terrain: in this do-
main a rectangular area modelled by a grid of 4.25 x 6.4
kilometers is used. Each cell represents approximately 15
x 15 meters. The grid is extracted from real data about
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the city of Malaga, Spain. It can be downloaded from
http://oplink.unex.es.
- Information about the BSs: in this domain the antenna
type is omnidirectional (circular) with radio 450 meters.
For the coverage calculation parameters such as transmitted
power, height, tilt, azimuth, or signal propagation (strength,
noise, obstacles, etc.) are not taken into account.
- Information about aims: the objective function is cal-
culated through equation 1 and is imposed by the project in
order to normalize the results obtained by different institu-
tions.
Fitness =
(coverage)2
number of base stations
(1)
As can be seen, even when relaxing the problem, there
is still a complex task to solve since there are one thousand
candidate positions for the BSs, which means a large search
space of 21000  1.07 ∗ 10301.
4 Evolutionary computation for radio net-
work design problems
As mentioned before, the OPLINK environment is a
complex NP-hard optimization problem with a large search
space. Evolutionary Computation (EC) techniques are well-
known for their performance when solving this kind of
complex problems, and it is not the first time evolution-
ary algorithms have been applied to solve this problem, [2].
This paper concentrates on three evolutionary computation
techniques: genetic algorithms (GAs), memetic algorithms
(MAs) and chromosome appearance probability matrix al-
gorithms (CAPMs). Starting from these techniques we pro-
pose two ideas which can improve the results of the tech-
niques tested: clustering the BSs and performing a 2-OPT
search.
4.1 Clustering
The imperative objective in this domain is to maxi-
mize the coverage and to minimize the number of antennas
needed. Therefore, if we make an antenna clustering be-
fore the search, and we permit only one active antenna per
cluster, we are minimizing the overlapping between anten-
nas without causing negative effects in the solutions. The
clustering technique used is the simple k-means [10] be-
cause it is simple to use and very well-known. In the Figure
1 a real distribution of 70 clusters is represented over the
city of Malaga. To compare the results found by the simple
k-means an expectation maximization(EM) technique has
been also developed. The distribution of clusters with the
EM is very similar and no relevant differences were found
between both methods.
Figure 1. Distribution for 70 clusters with sim-
ple k-means (Malaga city)
4.2 2-OPT Search
All the proposed algorithms give their best solution for
the problem. But we consider it useful if a lightweight al-
gorithm can check if it is possible to improve the fitness of
the final solution. The 2-OPT search is a well-known lo-
cal search algorithm first proposed by Croes in 1958 [3].
Basically it consists of looking for neighbor solutions in
a specific layout of transmitters. This search is done se-
lecting two antennas under defined proximity criteria and
testing all possible combinations around their neighbors for
each active antenna. The neighbor vector stores a number
of neighbor active antennas for each active antenna. The
neighbors are calculated with a distance matrix. Once the
active antennas are selected, all the possible combinations
of the neighbor vector are evaluated. If the solution is im-
proved then the search starts from the new individual found.
Once the neighbor vector is completed, then the stop criteria
is checked (fitness has improved or the number of iterations
desired has been completed). To show the importance of
how these ideas can help to all these algorithms, we present
two set of experiments in Section 5, one with the raw EC
techniques (bit representation) and the other with the EC
techniques adapted to our proposals (clustered versions).
4.3 Genetic Algorithm
In the GA with cluster representation (GAC) an individ-
ual has the same number of genes as clusters. A gene is
made of a list of transmitters in the cluster and the number
of the active transmitter. If there is a transmitter which is
inactive it is selected by −1. The first step in the algorithm
is to determine the clusters. We have used different cluster-
ing methods but for experimental results the simple k-means
method was chosen. Once the clusters are found, the pop-
ulation is randomly created and evaluated for the first time.
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In each successive generation, part of the population is se-
lected to breed the new offspring. The crossover does not
need to be changed: it is the same as in the canonical GA:
simple and uniform. The mutation operator now changes
the active transmitter of a cluster randomly.
4.4 Memetic Algorithm
The memetic algorithm (MA) is a combination between
local search (LS) techniques and evolutionary algorithms
(EA). It is based on the concept of meme introduced by
Dawkins, [4]. The key idea of a meme is that an individual
can change his genetic code during his life thus improving
the evolution process. To simulate this concept of meme an
LS on the reproduction operators (crossover and mutation)
is included. For many domains the MAs enhance the perfor-
mance of the GAs. In contrast, LS methods are less generic
and difficult to customize. They redefines the crossover and
mutation operators proposed by the standard GA:
- The crossover operator is similar to the one used
in the GA, but an LS is done in order to find the best
possible crossover. The developed LS selects a prede-
fined percentage of individuals randomly and then finds the
best crossover for those individuals. At this point, when
crossover is done, both parents are marked in order to avoid
identical crossovers within the same iteration.
- The mutation operator is the same as the one used in
the GA plus an LS. In this case, na LS is done to try to find
the best possible mutation. The operator first calculates the
number of mutations for each individual and then makes an
LS limited to blocks of 2 genes. The size of the block can
be changed and is determined depending on an admissible
computational cost.
The other decisions about evaluation, selection and stop
criteria are the same as the ones used for the GA.
4.5 Chromosome Appearance Probability
Matrix Clustered
The Chromosome Appearance Probability Matrix
method (CAPM) is GA modified in order to deal with
micropopulations. Basically, it consists of a GA which uses
a probability matrix which drives the mutation towards
the solution, speeding up the convergence during the
first generations. It includes a statistical-driven mutation
operator and a clone remover operator. The CAPM method
is less accurate than GAs, however, because on average, it
converges faster. This is because the CAPM method has
more selective pressure and reduces the effect of random-
ness in the mutation operator. All steps are explained in
detail in [16] and [15]. In this approach, the probability
matrix will have the same dimensions as the number of
clusters determined by the simple k-means. This number
depends on the problem, but for the city of Malaga instance
no more than 100 clusters were found in all executions.
5 Experimentation and Results
The first set of experiments with the raw EC techniques
(bit representations) shows that the problem is not easy to
solve. The Genetic Algorithm (GA) achieves better results
than the Memetic Algorithm (MA) and the Chromosome
Appearance Probability Matrix (CAPM) is not a feasible
approach. The results achieved by both algorithms could be
improved with more generations. TheMA has a slower evo-
lution than the GA because it has a high local search cost.
If we observe Table 1, we can see how the average fitness
is better for the GA during all iterations until the 2-OPT is
run. The standard deviation (σ) is also lower for the GA;
this is because in the MA, the convergence is sometimes
premature. Finally, all the results given by the algorithms
are refined with a 2-OPT search. The 2-OPT search im-
proves the fitness and the standard deviation in almost all
tested cases. In these experiments the 2-OPT improved the
results of the MA surpassing the best results found by the
GA with 2-OPT. The CAPM is impossible to develop with
binary representation because the length of the chromosome
is 1, 000 bits and the size of the chromosome matrix is not
tractable.
GA MA
Eval. Average σ Average σ
25000 138.72 2.037 101.31 3.961
50000 140.74 1.280 107.92 3.914
100000 142.85 1.730 120.29 4.257
200000 145.57 1.313 132.42 2.459
300000 147.13 1.840 137.67 1.678
400000 148.24 1.735 140.09 1.814
500000 149.47 2.155 141.54 1.885
750000 151.33 1.784 143.98 1.940
1000000 152.65 1.474 145.31 1.763
2500000 156.27 1.447 151.63 1.666
4750000 157.45 1.150 155.05 2.009
(2-OPT) 161.38 1.028 162.54 0.532
Table 1. Genetic algorithm and memetic algo-
rithm results.
The second set of experiments with the clustered EC
techniques achieves better results than the raw techniques,
see Table 2. This is mainly because the search space
when working with clusters is significantly lower. The
Genetic Algorithm Clustered (GAC) improves all the re-
sults obtained by the GA. The Memetic Algorithm Clus-
tered (MAC) has the same problem as the MA. The MAC
does not achieve very good results because of the local
search cost. It needs more evaluations to improve the fitness
achieved by the GA and the GAC. The Chromosome Ap-
pearance Probability Matrix Clustered (CAPMC) is the best
during the first 1, 000, 000 evaluations, because the statisti-
cal oriented mutation performs surprisingly well. In fact, it
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sometimes surpasses the results obtained by the GAC. Tak-
ing into account that the CAPM works only with 10 indi-
viduals its evolution and results are remarkable.
GAC MAC CAPMC
Eval. Avg. σ Avg. σ Avg. σ
25000 151.12 2.715 106.22 1.579 155.50 2.523
50000 153.99 2.768 110.54 1.738 156.13 2.327
100000 156.03 2.138 118.02 1.785 156.92 2.186
200000 157.58 2.463 129.59 1.944 157.29 1.945
300000 158.13 2.408 137.04 1.885 157.76 1.977
400000 158.59 2.178 142.05 1.745 158.01 1.895
500000 158.69 2.155 145.15 1.629 158.21 1.822
750000 158.79 2.097 149.73 1.521 158.41 1.866
1000000 159.00 2.172 152.12 1.665 159.11 1.813
2500000 160.06 2.028 156.34 1.561 159.79 1.774
4750000 160.68 1.994 157.68 1.504 160.78 1.543
2-OPT 163.67 1.086 161,75 0,961 162.88 1.325
Table 2. Comparison of GAC, MAC and
CAPMC results (clustered versions).
The 2-OPT search improves all the results achieved by
the algorithms with the exception of MAC. This happens
because the local search on the MAC does a 2-OPT search
on each generation. The other algorithms outperform its
results with a low cost technique. We recommend the 2-
OPT search as an option to refine the solutions once the
optimization algorithm has finished. If we could only per-
form 1, 000, 000 evaluations, the best algorithm would be
the CAPMC. The algorithm achieves high fitness at the be-
ginning of the evolution. The best algorithm for 5, 000, 000
evaluations is GAC, as it gets the highest average fitness
and in combination with 2-OPT, it achieves the best overall
result in all executions (164.72).
6 Conclusions and Future Work
Analyzing the RND problem in the selected instance and
the behavior of the proposed algorithms, we conclude that
the clustering technique allows us to reduce the effective
search space without causing negative effects on solutions.
In addition, the 2-OPT technique performs a final search
which may redefine the solution with low cost. The results
obtained confirm that the algorithms tested perform better
when combined with clustering techniques, and that the 2-
OPT is recommendable in all cases. However, for further
developments, other important issues must be considered,
such as, different types of antenna, real propagation mod-
els, the demand of the spot, the quality of service, or the
hangover problem.
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